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Abstract

Small modular reactors (SMRs) offer a promising avenue for revolutionizing the traditional role of nuclear plants, transforming them from serving as baseload to flexible contributors in both power generation and ancillary services. This paper develops a steady-state model for SMRs, with a focus on incorporating constraints related to a\"euro xenon poisoning\"euro. These constraints are essential to prevent issues during nuclear plant ramp-up following a ramp-down event. These a\"euro xenon poisoning\"euro constraints have been integrated into a multi-timescale power system operation framework, which also encompasses the formulation of inter-temporal coupling constraints. A comprehensive investigation is undertaken to evaluate the impact of integrating SMRs into a power grid with a high penetration of renewable energy, specifically the NREL-118 bus system. A capacity expansion planning analysis is first conducted over multiple years to identify the optimal locations and sizes for deploying SMRs across the network. Additionally, we\'ve developed various reserve rules that adapt to the ramping status of the SMRs and include different a\"euro hold-time\"euro for a\"euro xenon poisoning\"euro mitigation. Results obtained from a day-long simulation illustrate that the implementation of minimal a\"euro xenon poisoning\"euro hold-time, coupled with a steady-state guided reserve provision rule, yields the highest revenue a\"euro\" approximately 4.14% more than the base case.
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NOMENCLATURE

Sets

- $G$: Set of generators
- $G_{NPP}$: Set of nuclear generators
- $RS$: Set of reserve types
- $T$: Set of time slots

Constants

- $\Delta P_k^g$: Generation block size of unit $g$ in block $k$
- $C_k^g$: Generation cost of unit $g$ in block $k$
- $H_{DAC}$: Number of intervals for DACUC
- $H_{RTC}$: Number of intervals for RTSCUC
- $H_{RTPD}$: Number of intervals for RTSCED
- $I_{DAC}$: Interval length for DAC
- $I_{RTC}$: Interval length for RTC
- $I_{RTPD}$: Interval length for RTD
- $K_g$: Block number of generator cost function of unit $g$
- $NL_g^g$: No-load cost of unit $g$
- $P_{max}^g$: Maximum output of unit $g$
- $P_{min}^g$: Minimum output of unit $g$
- $R_{g}^D$: Ramp-down limit for unit $g$
- $R_{g}^U$: Ramp-up limit for unit $g$
- $RAT_r$: Reserve activation time of $r$ type reserve
- $RC_{g,r}$: Reserve cost of unit $g$ for type $r$
- $RON_r$: Whether the unit needs to be ‘ON’ to provide $r$ type reserve
- $RP_{g,t}$: Reserve price at the $t$th interval for type $r$
- $RR_{g,t,r}$: System reserve requirement of type $r$ at time $t$
- $SD_g$: Shutdown cost of unit $g$
- $SU_g$: Start-up cost of unit $g$
- $T_{g,t}^{RFP}$: Ramp-up off enforcement duration of unit $g$ at time $t$
- $T_{g,t}^{HH}$: Hold-time of unit $g$
- $U_{g,t}^{RFP}$: Ramp-up off enforcement status of unit $g$ at time $t$
- $VOIR_r$: Cost of insufficient reserve of type $r$

Variables

- $\bar{p}_{g,t}$: Maximum available power output of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $l_{g,t}$: Load-shedding penalty at the $t$th interval
- $p_{g,t}$: Power output of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $p_{g,t,k}$: Power output of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval in block $k$
- $pc_{g,t}$: Production cost of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $ramp_{dn_{g,t}}$: Ramp-down status of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $ramp_{up_{g,t}}$: Ramp-up status of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $rc_{g,t,r}$: Reserve cost of unit $g$ of type $r$ at the $t$th interval
- $rr_{g,t,r}$: Reserve of type $r$ from unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $sd_{g,t}$: Shutdown cost of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $stable_{g,t}$: Stable status of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $su_{g,t}$: Start-up cost of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval
- $v_{g,t}$: Commitment status of unit $g$ at the $t$th interval

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of nuclear power plants is gradually evolving from their traditional ‘baseload’ operation to a more adaptable ‘load-following’ or ‘ramping’ mode, driven by the need for a grid that relies more on renewable energy sources and leaves fewer carbon footprints [1]. Rather than making drastic changes to reactor designs, it’s the plant control adjustments that enable them to respond swiftly to shifting generation mixes and energy prices. Various instances demonstrate the potential for nuclear plants’ flexible operation to contribute
to the growing need for flexibility in the power system [2] and advocate for policies that incorporate flexibility features in future nuclear plant deployments [3]. As the drive to install more renewable energy sources continues at both the utility and consumer levels, non-flexible resources face challenges in generating sufficient revenue over the long term [1]. Operating in a flexible mode can help nuclear plant owners increase revenue by offering a variety of products, including higher-priced operating reserves when they are in demand.

While small modular reactors have been the subject of extensive research, their large-scale implementation remains an evolving field [4]. In this study, we center our model around a pressurized water reactor (PWR)-based SMR, a prevalent variant in current usage [5]. However, it’s important to note that this research does not venture into the complex realm of reactor dynamics. Instead, our focus lies in modeling the steady-state attributes that arise from observed reactor dynamics in various parametric studies.

Control rods are used to adjust the power output of a nuclear plant, with their insertion reducing output and withdrawal increasing it. The accuracy of power output control depends on the neutron-absorbing capacity of these control rods. However, rapid control rod maneuvering can lead to significant changes in fuel temperature and, in extreme cases, fuel cladding failure (as seen in the Chernobyl incident [6]). Nuclear plant operators adopt a conservative approach to control rod maneuvering to prevent such incidents, which involves delaying control rod adjustments to ramp up the plant’s output following a ramp-down maneuver. This delay period is known as ‘hold-time’ and typically ranges from 2 to 9 hours, depending on the operational policies of system operators [7]. Fig. 1 illustrates this dispatch scheme of maintaining a delay period, $T_{HH}$ after a ramp-down event to facilitate subsequent ramp-up adjustments.

![Figure 1. Impact of Xenon-poisoning on nuclear plant’s dispatch](image)

Despite the extensive modeling efforts concerning the behavioral constraints of nuclear power plants, relatively few have addressed their unique operational dynamics. Noteworthy examples include the development of a control-oriented state-space model for nuclear reactors, which has demonstrated remarkable accuracy in predicting reactor behavior within predefined operational boundaries [8], [9]. Furthermore, a dynamic model for an integral pressurized water reactor (iPWR)-type SMR was crafted, encompassing detailed reactor core models and associated components [10]. With a focus on the design limitations of SMRs, a study evaluated the feasibility of SMRs operating in tandem with a co-located photovoltaic (PV) plant to support both planned and unplanned load-following and frequency regulation services [11]. Additionally, a unit commitment model was proposed to optimize the utilization of nuclear plants, taking into account peak-valley load regulation services and modeling nuclear fuel consumption through the capacity equity principle [12]. In the context of multi-faceted energy applications, the integration of a steam-bypass process into the SMR model was explored in [13]. This innovation harnessed high-temperature process heat to produce hydrogen, thereby transforming the SMR model into a versatile energy source. This model closely resembles a traditional steam-turbine-based generator model, but it introduces additional constraints related to regulating bypass steam flow, which, in turn, impact power and reserve schedules.

In previous studies, various approaches have been taken to address xenon-poisoning constraints in the context of nuclear power plant operation. For instance, in [7], xenon-poisoning constraints were developed for a single-run UC-ED operation model, with a focus on assessing operational flexibility and hold-time durations. However, these models for participating in reserve services closely resembled those of conventional thermal plants, neglecting the specific impact of xenon poisoning on reserve provision. Similarly, in [14], a similar model with xenon-poisoning constraints was employed to analyze the profitability of nuclear plant operations, specifically for load-following services where the nuclear plant was exclusively dedicated to electric power dispatch.

Expanding on this, Poudel and Gokaraju [15] introduced a comprehensive optimization framework for SMRs with xenon-poisoning characteristics. This framework went a step further by integrating SMRs into a renewable-based hybrid energy system, even encompassing a model for a district heating network. It primarily focused on the finer timescale aspects of operation, such as load-following and frequency regulation. Our previous study [16] has explored the dynamics of a nuclear-hybrid renewable energy system within a multi-timescale electricity market operation framework. In this scenario, a district heating network was supplied with heat from a gas-cooled SMR’s exhaust, resembling the operational characteristics of a conventional thermal power plant.

However, these prior studies largely treated nuclear plants as conventional thermal plants in the realm of power system operation, limiting the modeling of plant characteristics to conventional constraints. This approach resulted in an operational profile for nuclear power plants that closely mirrored that of traditional power plants. A more comprehensive modeling effort is required to account for the full spectrum of multi-timescale operation. In this study, we have developed an extensive steady-state model tailored specifically for SMRs, making it well-suited for a multi-cycle power system operation framework. Our approach departs from generic constraints and, instead, focuses on the progressive refinement of operational constraints, encompassing coarser and finer timescales. This model accounts for a real-time unit-commitment cycle and incorporates a day-ahead forward electricity market model, which precedes the final real-time economic dispatch model. The significant contributions of this work encompass:

- We’ve created an all-encompassing multi-timescale steady-state simulation model tailored specifically for
SMRs. This model offers an accurate and detailed representation of SMR operational characteristics across a range of timescales, contributing to a deeper understanding of their dynamic behavior.

- Our work intricately outlines the progression of xenon-poisoning constraints as we transition between different timescales. It takes into account the seamless transfer of ramping status from one sub-model to the next, providing a comprehensive view of how SMR behavior evolves under varying operational conditions.

- We have developed new reserve provision rules that consider the dynamic ramping statuses of SMRs. These rules optimize the allocation of capacity for reserve services while factoring in the impact of xenon-poisoning constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes the foundational framework for the study and delves into the critical task of determining the optimal size for SMRs. Section III introduces the detailed modeling approach for SMR’s multi-timescale simulations. Section IV presents the study cases and results derived from our analysis of SMR’s multi-timescale operation. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section V.

II. FOUNDATIONAL FRAMEWORK AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This research involves a coordinated operational analysis with a specific focus on the operational specifics of SMRs. The planning phase of this study leverages an open-source capacity expansion planning tool. Subsequent to the determination of long-term planning decisions, the projected capacity and chosen construction sites are integrated into a multi-timescale energy scheduling and dispatch tool, known as the Flexible Energy Scheduling Tool for Integrating Variable Generation (FESTIV) [17]. FESTIV comprises two distinct modes: the formulation mode, responsible for tasks like modeling plant characteristics and crafting optimization models, and the functional mode, which handles the pre-processing and post-processing of optimization model inputs and outputs. Within this functional mode, specific operational procedures are executed in alignment with the operation policy adopted by the system operator.

The overall study framework, as depicted in Fig. 2, comprises three essential components: a day-ahead security-constrained unit commitment (DASCUC) model, a real-time security-constrained unit commitment (RTSCUC) model, and a real-time security-constrained economic dispatch (RTSCED) model. This comprehensive framework mirrors the full spectrum of scheduling and dispatch activities typically carried out by an Independent System Operator (ISO) within a deregulated electricity market. Fig. 3 provides an overview of various time-related settings, encompassing factors like the length of the optimization horizon, advisory time duration, and intervals for executing the optimization model within these sub-models. The specifications of the SMR operational parameters are established based on publicly available sources and existing literature [18], [19]. Key parameters pertinent to SMR operation are detailed in Table I.

Reserve requirements are determined by following the default FESTIV reserve rule [17], where the regulation reserve varies with the system load and other reserves are set at some fixed values. In this research, we have examined four categories of reserves: regulation-up reserves, regulation-down reserves, spinning reserves, and non-spinning reserves. To gain a comprehensive understanding of SMRs’ involvement in reserve provision, we have included regulation-down reserves in the array of reserve products. The prioritization of these reserves is determined by comparing the value of insufficient reserves (VOIR) and their activation time. The participation of generators in supplying these various reserves is contingent on their operational characteristics. Table II provides a summary of the assumed VOIRs, activation times, and system reserve requirements.

### Table I. KEY SMR PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>( P_{\text{inv, SMR}} = 50 \text{ MW}; P_{\text{min, SMR}} = 7.82 \text{ MW} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp rate</td>
<td>( R_{\text{SMR}} = \frac{P_{\text{D}}}{R_{\text{D}}} = 1.25 \text{ MW/min} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up &amp; shut-down time</td>
<td>( T_{\text{D}} T_{\text{D}} - T_{\text{D}} P_{\text{SMR}} = 12 \text{ h} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reserve requirements are determined by following the default FESTIV reserve rule [17], where the regulation reserve varies with the system load and other reserves are set at some fixed values. In this research, we have examined four categories of reserves: regulation-up reserves, regulation-down reserves, spinning reserves, and non-spinning reserves. To gain a comprehensive understanding of SMRs’ involvement in reserve provision, we have included regulation-down reserves in the array of reserve products. The prioritization of these reserves is determined by comparing the value of insufficient reserves (VOIR) and their activation time. The participation of generators in supplying these various reserves is contingent on their operational characteristics. Table II provides a summary of the assumed VOIRs, activation times, and system reserve requirements.

### Table II. RESERVE SETTINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve type</th>
<th>Activation time (mins)</th>
<th>VOIR (S/MW-h)</th>
<th>Requirement (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulation-up</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>10% of total load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation-down</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>10% of total load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-spinning</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. High-level flow diagram of the integrated planning and multi-timescale operation framework employed in this study.

Figure 3. The simulation parameter settings for the multi-timescale model execution.

A. Objective Function & Constraints

The objective function of the multi-timescale energy scheduling and dispatch models is formulated based on the
conventional Production Cost Model (PCM), with the aim of minimizing the overall production cost.

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{t \in T} \left( \sum_{g \in G} (s_{u,g,t} + s_{d,g,t} + p_{c,g,t} + \sum_{r \in RS} r_{c,g,t,r}) \right) \\
+ & \sum_{r \in RS} VOIR_{r} \cdot ir_{r,t} + l_{s,t} \\
\text{s.t.} & \\
& s_{u,g,t} \geq \sum_{y \in G} [v_{g,y,t} - v_{g,y,t-1}], \forall g \in G, \forall t \in T \quad (2) \\
& s_{d,g,t} \geq \sum_{y \in G} [v_{g,y,t-1} - v_{g,y,t}], \forall g \in G, \forall t \in T \quad (3) \\
& p_{c,g,t} = NL_{g}v_{g,t} + \sum_{k=1}^{K_{g}} p_{g,k}^{C_{g}}, \forall g \in G, \forall t \in T \quad (4) \\
& r_{c,g,t,r} = \sum_{g \in G} r_{r,g,t} \cdot RC_{g,r}, \forall g \in G, \forall t \in T, \forall r \in RS \quad (5)
\end{align*}$$

To enforce soft constraints on reserve inadequacy and load-shedding, specific penalty terms like $VOIR$ and $l_{s,t}$ are incorporated. Eq. 1 presents the objective function for the DASCUC sub-model, while the objective functions for the RTSCUC and RTSCED models closely resemble it, with scaling by the respective optimization time resolutions, denoted as $I_{RTC}$ and $I_{RTD}$. In the context of the RTSCUC model, startup and shutdown costs are not considered in the objective function. For brevity, we omit the objective functions of the RTSCUC and RTSCED models, but they can be referenced in [13]. Eqs. 2 and 3 define the startup and shutdown costs, respectively. Eq. 4 represents the production cost while considering the no-load costs, while Eq. 5 defines the reserve cost.

1) Conventional Machine Constraints for SMR and Other Plants: Besides the 'hold-time' constraints modeling, the SMR model is formulated by incorporating the capacity expansion and RTSCED models closely resemble it, with scaling by the respective optimization time resolutions, denoted as $I_{RTC}$ and $I_{RTD}$. In the context of the RTSCUC model, startup and shutdown costs are not considered in the objective function. For brevity, we omit the objective functions of the RTSCUC and RTSCED models, but they can be referenced in [13]. Eqs. 2 and 3 define the startup and shutdown costs, respectively. Eq. 4 represents the production cost while considering the no-load costs, while Eq. 5 defines the reserve cost.

2) System Level Constraints: The system level constraints in the multi-timescale operation model encompass critical factors such as the system-wide energy balance constraint, bus-wise net energy constraint, system-wide reserve constraints, load-shedding limit constraint, and line-flow constraints, among others. Line-flow values are derived using a precomputed power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) matrix. For the sake of brevity, these constraints are not detailed in this paper.

B. Optimal Siting and Sizing of SMR(s)

Since the NREL-118 bus test system does not have a nuclear plant, it is essential to identify the most suitable location and size for the proposed SMR(s) to facilitate an optimal investment decision. To accomplish this, we employed a comprehensive capacity expansion tool called GridPath [20]. GridPath serves as a robust grid analytics platform capable of a wide range of functions, including capacity expansion planning. In the capacity expansion task, GridPath is instrumental in minimizing the total system cost over the planning horizon, taking into account both capital costs (such as generators and transmission lines) and operating costs. The capacity expansion model factors in technical considerations like generator limitations, wind and solar availability, and transmission line capacity across different corridors. Additionally, it incorporates policy constraints such as carbon taxes, renewable energy mandates, and greenhouse gas targets.

For our study, we considered a carbon tax rate of $40 per ton as a pivotal decision-making criterion, along with specific technical constraints and the generic constraints provided by GridPath. Our base year was 2020, with the planning horizon extending to the year 2025, aligning with the data used for the multi-timescale operation study in the same year. Cost data, encompassing annualized real cost per MW and variable operation and maintenance costs for various technologies, were sourced from NREL's annual technology baseline archive [21]. Wind sites were selected as candidate locations for SMRs due to their typical positioning further away from densely populated areas, which mitigates safety concerns associated with SMRs.

Fig. 4 illustrates the outcomes of optimal siting and sizing under different decision criteria and additional constraints. When transmission line limits are not considered, the model recommends constructing SMRs at multiple locations. However, both the number of SMRs and their locations decrease significantly when transmission limits are factored in. For the sake of precision, the most detailed constraints-driven result, denoted as the linear_build option in Fig. 4, was adopted as the final decision. Complying with the technical specifications of NuScale's SMR [22], which has a unit size of 50 MW, we adjusted the capacity expansion planning decision from 289 MW to a final capacity of 300 MW to be built at Bus-31, resulting in the construction of a total of six SMRs.

Figure 4. Optimal siting and sizing results for SMRs at various locations in the NREL-118 bus system. The legends indicate the additional constraints considered, in addition to the standard GridPath constraints. (wo = without, tx = transmission)

III. COMPREHENSIVE FORMULATION OF SMR MODELING CONSTRAINTS ACROSS VARIOUS TIMESCALES

In conventional UC-ED simulation studies, nuclear plants are typically regarded as must-run base-load facilities and are, therefore, modeled as conventional generators. This entails imposing constraints to ensure continuous operation and
stable output. However, for the purpose of this study, it is essential to account for the flexible operational characteristics of the reactor. Specifically, the presence of fission product poisoning, primarily caused by $^{135}\text{Xe}$, imposes constraints on the reactor’s power output to prevent rapid ramping up immediately after a ramp-down event, as highlighted in [14]. Consequently, the introduction of a time delay before the subsequent ramp up following a ramp-down event becomes a critical aspect of the modeling process. Unlike prior research efforts that predominantly focus on modeling these distinctive traits alone, our study not only addresses these constraints but also elucidates their evolution from broader timescales to finer ones.

A. Day-ahead Security-Constrained Unit Commitment

In the DASCUC model, the integrated constraints reflect the broadest operational characteristics. Given the inherently lower operational cost associated with nuclear plants, a ‘must-run’ constraint has been incorporated, as illustrated in Eq. 6.

$$v_{g,t} = 1, \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in T$$

Eq. 7 illustrates the impact of xenon poisoning on nuclear operational maneuvers. It enforces a minimum waiting period of $T_H$ (hold-time) hours following a ramp-down event, during which a ramp-up event is prohibited.

$$[\text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g_{t} - \text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g_{t-1}] \cdot T_H = \sum_{\tau=t-T_H}^{t-1} (\text{stable}_{g,\tau} + \text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g,\tau), \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in T > T_H$$

While Eq. 7 alone may not fully capture the impact of fission-product poisoning on nuclear plant operation, it remains the pivotal constraint for modeling this particular characteristic. The binary ramping status variables featured in this equation are incorporated into both the ramping-up and ramping-down constraints (Eqs. 8 & 9), providing guidance for the plant’s dispatch level.

$$p_{g,t} - p_{g,t-1} \leq R^D_g \cdot \text{ramp}_{\text{dn}}g_{t}, \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in T \quad (8)$$

$$p_{g,t-1} - p_{g,t} \leq R^U_g \cdot \text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g_{t}, \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in T \quad (9)$$

To maintain the logical coherence of the binary ramping statuses, an equality constraint described in Eq. 10 has been employed to guarantee that only one ramping status is active at any given moment.

$$\text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g_{t} + \text{ramp}_{\text{dn}}g_{t} + \text{stable}_{g,t} = 1, \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in T \quad (10)$$

As the occurrence of a ramp-down event is contingent on the system’s demand, it becomes imperative to define constraints that govern its range and trajectories. Given that ramping can occur in both upward and downward directions, it is essential to limit the disparity in dispatch levels between two consecutive time intervals in line with the nuclear plant’s ramp-rate, whether ascending or descending. These ramp-rate restrictions should persist as long as the hold-time constraints need to be adhered to following a ramp-down event. To address the initial ramping event that takes place either in the very first hour or before the optimization horizon begins, it becomes necessary to introduce constraints that can accommodate the ramping pattern of the SMR during that initial hour. This is also crucial for conducting multi-horizon simulations where ‘hold-time’ constraints must be rolled across optimization horizons.

To meet this requirement, Algorithm 1 has been developed for consecutive RTSCUC optimization horizons, presenting an intertemporal coupling mechanism. A similar algorithm has been formulated for the DASCUC cycle, encompassing relevant temporal parameters. However, to maintain brevity in this manuscript, the details of the DASCUC algorithm have been omitted. This choice stems from the perception that the RTSCUC algorithm provides a more comprehensive explanation of intertemporal coupling mechanisms due to its intricate structure. To ensure the xenon-poisoning constraint in effect in the hours between the initial hour and the ramp up off enforcement duration, $T^{R^{\text{on}}}_g$, Eq. 11 has been integrated into the unit commitment models. The determination of $T^{R^{\text{on}}}_g$ and $U^{R^{\text{off}}}_g$ has been explained in Algorithm 1.

$$\text{ramp}_{\text{up}}g_{t} \leq U^{R^{\text{off}}}_g, \forall g \in G_{\text{NPP}}, \forall t \in [1, \min(H_{\text{DAC}}, T^{R^{\text{off}}}_g)]$$

1) Ancillary Services (Reserves) Capability Constraints:

As the operational characteristics of an SMR plant with an active xenon-poisoning constraint differ from those of conventional synchronous generating plants, it is necessary to formulate constraints for ancillary services (reserves) provision that account for these technical limitations. One of our key arguments suggests that the reserve capacity of an SMR is influenced by its stable operational state. While an SMR can indeed supply upward and downward reserves during ramping up and ramping down, respectively, the magnitude of reserve provision is constrained by its ramping rate capacity. However, when it is in a stable state, it can be argued that SMRs are unable to provide any reserves. To establish the upper and lower limits for reserve provision in light of this argument, we illustrate the reserve provision constraints when supplying upward and downward reserves in Eqs. 12 and 13.

$$\sum_r r g_{t,r}/RAT_r \cdot RON_r \leq (1 - \text{stable}_{g,t}) \cdot RR_g, \forall r \in RS; R_{\text{dir}} = \text{up} \quad (12)$$

$$\sum_r r g_{t,r}/RAT_r \cdot RON_r \leq (1 - \text{stable}_{g,t}) \cdot RR_g, \forall r \in RS; R_{\text{dir}} = \text{down} \quad (13)$$

2) Alternative Reserve Provision Scheme: The argument against the prohibition of ancillary reserves at stable status is that the unit can still ramp down while in a stable state. In response to this, an alternative reserve provision scheme can be formulated based on the following principles:

- When in a stable state, only downward reserves are available.
- When in a ramp-up state, only upward reserves are available.
- When in a ramp-down state, only downward reserves are
available.
Considering all the aforementioned principles, the reserve provision constraints can be formulated as follows.

\[
\sum_{t} r_{g,t} / R_{g} \cdot R_{g} \leq \text{ramp-up}_{g,t} \cdot R_{g}, \quad \forall r \in RS; R_{d_{rs}} = up
\]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

\[
\sum_{t} r_{g,t} / R_{g} \cdot R_{g} \leq (1 - \text{ramp-up}_{g,t}) \cdot R_{g}, \quad \forall r \in RS; R_{d_{rs}} = down
\]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

B. Real-time Security-Constrained Unit Commitment

Because ramping-down is not a commitment decision and occurs quite quickly, the decision to ramp down made in the DASCUC cycle may not necessarily impact the ramping-down decisions to be made in the RTSCUC cycle. Situations may arise where there is a ramp-down event in the DASCUC cycle, but none in the RTSCUC cycle. However, a ramp-down event in the RTSCUC cycle itself requires compliance with the ‘hold-time’ constraint in the same or immediate subsequent RTSCUC cycles.

The RTSCUC formulation for SMR characteristics predominantly focuses on representing the potential transitions in its ramping status. These constraints guide the SMR to maintain its stable status or ramp up or down, depending on its ramping status at the beginning of the RTSCUC update interval, while also respecting any binding status carried over from the coarser DASCUC decisions.

\[
[ramp-up_{g,t} \cdot ramp-up_{g,t-1}] \cdot T_{g} / I_{RTC} \leq \sum_{t=1}^{T_{g}} (stable_{g,t} + ramp-up_{g,t}), \quad \forall g \in G_{NPP}, \forall t \leq T - T_{g} / I_{RTC} + 1
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

\[
[ramp-up_{g,t} \cdot ramp-up_{g,t-1}] \cdot (T - t + 1) \leq \sum_{t=1}^{T} (stable_{g,t} + ramp-up_{g,t}), \quad \forall g \in G_{NPP}, \forall t > T - T_{g} / I_{RTC} + 2
\]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The formulation of constraints to account for the xenon-poisoning effect on consecutive ramping statuses is akin to the DASCUC model, with the key difference lying in the time domain due to the configuration of the optimization time slots. Eqs. 16 and 17 illustrate the characteristics of ramping status transitions within the RTSCUC time slot, which is divided into two segments in this case to accommodate potential changes in ramping status occurring at different time intervals within the RTSCUC timeframe. The equations governing ramping up and ramping down during the initial hours are similar to those seen in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, with the only modification being the inclusion of an additional factor representing the RTSCUC time interval multiplied by the ramp-rate. The equality constraint involving all three ramping status variables remains consistent in RTSCUC.

The ramp-up and ramp-down constraints for both DASCUC and RTSCUC during the initial intervals are alike, differing only in the length of the time interval (represented as a multiplying factor on the right-hand side). These constraints, when incorporated, place limits on the initial dispatch level of the nuclear plant based on the previous ramping status, in addition to the regular ramping constraints.

To ensure the implementation of a carried-over stable status, a constraint similar to Eq. 11 is also integrated into the RTSCUC model. The process of how ramping statuses are transitioned and how dispatch decisions are influenced by them is explained Algorithm 1 to maintain coherence across successive RTSCUC optimization horizons.

**Algorithm 1** Intertemporal coupling algorithm for enforcing ramp-up decisions in intervals subsequent to a ramp-down event across RTSCUC sub-models

1: \text{for } i=1 \text{ to } N_{UCC} \text{ do}
2: \text{Determine the initial timestamp of SMR dispatch schedule check for ramp-down}
3: \text{find } \min(\text{RTC}_{i}) = \max(1, \text{floor}(\text{RTC}_{i} \cdot T_{H} \times I_{RTC}))
4: \text{Select the SMR dispatch schedules from } \text{RTC}_{i} \text{ to the current timestamp } \text{RTC}_{i}
5: \text{Determine the incremental or decremental changes } \Delta p_{i}^{NUC}
6: \text{in SMR dispatch in the selected timestamps}
7: \text{if } \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} \geq 0 \text{ then}
8: \text{Set ramp-up off enforcement status, } \text{RTC}_{i+1}^{NUC} = 1 \forall t \in [1, \text{RTC}_{i}]
9: \text{end if}
10: \text{Find the timestamp index, } \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} \text{ of the last decrement where,}
11: \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} \leq 0
12: \text{Determine the duration of ramp-up off enforcement,}
13: \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} = \text{RTC} - \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} - ((\text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC} - \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC}) - \text{RTC}_{i}^{NUC})
14: \text{Set ramp-up off enforcement status,}
15: \text{RTC}_{i+1}^{NUC} = 0 \forall t \in [1, \text{RTC}_{i}]
16: \text{end if}

C. Real-time Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch

Compared to the formulations of the DASCUC and RTSCUC models, the RTSCED model requires fewer constraints to accommodate the xenon-poisoning impact. This is because unit statuses and ramping statuses are already determined through the execution of the DASCUC and RTSCUC models. Therefore, the constraints are primarily designed to guide the dispatch levels, encompassing the provision of reserves, for each of the available units. Eqs. 18 and 19 illustrate how the dispatch level of the nuclear plant evolves from one interval to the next, while considering its ramping limit and the pre-established ramping statuses in the corresponding intervals.

\[
p_{g,t} - p_{g,t-1} \leq R_{g} \cdot \text{ramp-up}_{g,t} \cdot 60 \cdot I_{RTC} \cdot (\text{stable}_{g,t} - \text{stable}_{g,t-1}), \quad \forall g \in G_{NPP}, \forall t > 1, \text{stable}_{g,t} > \text{stable}_{g,t-1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

\[
p_{g,t} - p_{g,t-1} \leq R_{g} \cdot \text{ramp-up}_{g,t} \cdot 60 \cdot I_{RTC} \cdot (\text{stable}_{g,t-1} - \text{stable}_{g,t}), \quad \forall g \in G_{NPP}, \forall t > 1, \text{stable}_{g,t} < \text{stable}_{g,t-1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Similar equations are also incorporated for ramping-down scenarios. To reflect the carry-over behavior of stable ramping status on the dispatch level, Eq. 20 has been formulated.

\[
p_{g,t} - p_{g,t-1} = 0, \quad \forall g \in G_{NPP}, \forall t > 1, \text{stable}_{g,t} = \text{stable}_{g,t-1} = 1
\]  \hspace{1cm} (20)
IV. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

In order to showcase the adaptability of the SMR model, SMRs are integrated into the NREL-118 bus test system, each with varying hold-time and reserve regulations. The choice of the NREL-118 bus system is attributed to its notable high utilization of renewable energy sources, making it a suitable hypothetical scenario for assessing how SMRs influence the operational characteristics of the system. This system comprises 17 wind farms, accounting for approximately 4.38% of the installed capacity, and 75 photovoltaic (PV) plants, representing around 14% of the installed capacity. To align with the outcomes of capacity expansion planning, the six SMRs are linked to Bus no. 31, employing the appropriate generator participation factors and generator-bus mapping procedures. Moreover, to ensure precise alignment with weather conditions, we integrate both day-ahead and real-time predictions regarding renewable generation and load into the multi-timescale model. These forecasts are sourced from the NREL-118 bus system repository [23]. In contrast, the forecasts needed to run the RTSCUC model are generated by the FESTIV forecast engine.

In order to demonstrate the adaptability of the proposed multi-timescale modeling approach for ‘fission-product poisoning’ characteristics, it becomes imperative to explore how different choices in ‘hold-time’ impact the involvement of SMRs in both the energy and ancillary reserve markets. Additionally, it’s crucial to assess how alterations in market structure affect SMRs’ participation, their resulting operational benefits, and the flexibility margin within the overall system operation. Given our confinement of making ramping status decisions to the DASCUC and RTSCUC timescales, it is reasonable to focus our examination on these specific timescales.

In order to examine the aforementioned impacts, three case studies are proposed.

- Case I: Hold-time $T_H = 2h$, with reserve provision regulated by stable status.
- Case II: Hold-time $T_H = 2h$, with reserve provision regulated by ramp-up status.
- Case III: Hold-time $T_H = 3h$, with reserve provision regulated by ramp-up status.
- Case IV (base case): Hold-time $T_H = 0h$ and $P_{min}$ (the most flexible case).

Among the aforementioned case studies, the first two cases delve into examining how different choices in reserve rules impact the operation of the system, while the third case focuses on investigating how adjustments to the duration of the ‘hold-time’ affects both the operation of SMRs and the overall system.

To manage computational costs, the simulations are limited to a single daytime horizon. Specifically, the simulations cover the entire day of January 1st, 2025, aligning with the capacity expansion planning decisions for that year. The three-cycle optimization models are constructed using GAMS 32.2 and are solved using ILOG CPLEX 12.8. All simulations are executed on a high-performance computing facility known as Ganymede [24], employing 40 processors and 64GB of memory. Input and output data processing are facilitated through the MATLAB interface of FESTIV.

B. Results and Discussion

To assess how various selections of hold-time and reserve rules impact the operation of the multi-timescale system, we have examined the resulting generation and reserve schedules. Additionally, to gauge the extent of operational flexibility when SMRs interact with the rest of the NREL-118 bus grid, we have documented the curtailment of renewable energy. This data is then compared with the base case, which represents the full flexible operation of SMRs without any hold-time and minimum generation restrictions.

![Figure 5. Generation schedules of SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSced cycles for Case I.](image)

Fig. 5 displays the generation patterns of the six SMRs in Case I across all three examined cycles. During the DASCUC cycle, the SMRs exhibit a trend of generating more power during the late peak hours as opposed to the early peak and regular hours. This phenomenon is a result of constraints on generating resources during the late peak hours when fewer cost-effective generating alternatives are available. Similar generation trends are observable in the RTSCUC and RTSced cycles. However, in the RTSCUC cycle, with the exception of a few early hours, all SMRs commit to delivering their maximum capacity in the later hours, driven by the same factors observed in the DASCUC cycle.

In the RTSced cycle, similar generation patterns are also evident but with reduced generation margins. This can be attributed to the presence of more cost-effective generating resources and relatively higher incentives for reserves. Across all the generation profiles, it is worth noting that the minimum 2-hour hold-time restriction before a ramp-up event following a preceding ramp-down event is consistently upheld.

![Figure 6. Spinning reserve schedules of SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSced cycles for Case I.](image)
Fig. 6 presents the schedules for spinning reserves provided by the SMRs. In the DASCUC and RTSCED cycles, spinning reserves are predominantly scheduled to be supplied during peak hours. However, in the RTSCUC cycle, SMRs exhibit consistent participation in supplying spinning reserves from early to mid-day hours. This particular spinning reserve pattern in the RTSCUC cycle is influenced by the available capacity of the SMRs during those specific hours.

When examining Fig. 7, it becomes evident that SMRs have a higher level of involvement in providing both regulation-up and regulation-down reserves compared to spinning reserves. This trend can be attributed to the relatively higher values of $V_{OIR}$ and reserve prices. Notably, in Case I, there is a restriction on the allocation of reserves during the stable status of operation, resulting in no reserve allocation during specific hours, i.e., around 8th, 9th, and 20th-22nd hours.

The generation profiles depicted in Fig. 8 for Case II exhibit patterns akin to those observed in Case I, although with relatively less variability. In Case II, similar to Case I, the SMRs reach their maximum capacity during evening peak hours, but there is more available generation capacity compared to Case I. This extensive utilization of generation capacity in Case II leaves limited room for reserve allocations in real-time cycles, as illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10.

In the DASCUC cycle, reserve allocation is observed to be more adaptable for spinning reserves and regulation-up reserves. This highlights the differences in reserve rules between Case I and Case II, particularly in terms of the provision of reserves during the hours where reserve allocation was prohibited in Case I (around 8th, 9th, and 20th-22nd hours). When examining all the reserve profiles in Case II, it becomes evident that the reserve rules implemented in Case II are more restrictive compared to those in Case I. This increased constraint is due to the reliance on multiple ramping status variables. Consequently, the more stringent reserve rules exert a more pronounced influence during real-time cycles, where decision-making horizons are shorter in duration. This is the underlying reason why, in Case II, the SMRs opt to generate more power rather than allocating their capacity for reserves.

In Case III, we maintain the same reserve rule as in Case II, but we extend the hold-time restriction to 3 hours to examine the effects of longer hold-time and a more cautious operational approach. The generation profiles depicted in Fig. 11 exhibit patterns that are more akin to those seen in Case II across all three cycles. However, it’s important to note that the ramping patterns are more constrained in Case III due to the extended hold-time restriction on subsequent ramp-ups. This becomes evident when analyzing the early-hour generation profiles of SMRs.
and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case IV (base case).

Figure 14. Generation schedules of SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case IV (base case).

A similar trend is also noticeable in the allocation of regulation reserves, as shown in Fig. 13. This observation supports the notion that the extended hold-time duration has a more restraining effect on reserve allocation in the broader timescale of the DASCUC cycle.

Figure 12. Spinning reserve schedules from SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case III.

To assess and quantify the comparative advantages of the previously mentioned cases, they are compared with a highly flexible operational case that imposes no hold-time, minimum generation, or ramping restrictions. It’s worth noting that this extreme mode of operation is not typically adopted by real-world operators, but it serves as a reference point for measuring deviations from an unrestricted operational mode.

Fig. 14 illustrates the generation profiles, while Figs. 15 and 16 present the spinning and regulation reserve profiles, respectively, for this unrestricted mode of operation. In this operational mode, the SMRs respond to the system’s requirements in an exceptionally flexible manner, characterized by their highest contribution in the reserve market, particularly during the real-time cycles where operational flexibility is most crucial.

Figure 13. Regulation reserve schedules from SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case III.

To present a more clarified numerical comparison of different cases in terms of reserve provision, Table III is presented with the cumulative reserve provisions in different cycles. The data presented in Table III reveals that all the cases with consecutive ramp-down restrictions have allocated significantly less reserve capacity when compared to the most flexible Case IV. Among all four cases, Case III stands out with the lowest amount of reserves allocated, underscoring the substantial effect of extended hold-time restrictions on the ramping capacity of SMRs.

![Figure 15. Spinning reserve schedules from SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case IV.](image)

![Figure 16. Regulation reserve schedules from SMRs in (i) DASCUC, (ii) RTSCUC, and (iii) RTSCED cycles for Case IV.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>DASCUC (MWh)</th>
<th>RTSCUC (MWh)</th>
<th>RTSCED (MWh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Reg-up</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>8.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg-down</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>333.80</td>
<td>312.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>34.06</td>
<td>66.37</td>
<td>19.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Reg-up</td>
<td>97.70</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>30.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg-down</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>384.37</td>
<td>40.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>334.84</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg-up</td>
<td>78.59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg-down</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>456.79</td>
<td>12.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>146.25</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>27.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Reg-up</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>379.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg-down</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,753.10</td>
<td>21.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>261.42</td>
<td>189.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, in Cases I and II where there is a 2-hour hold-time restriction, the reserve rule based on the stable status has enabled a higher allocation of reserve capacity in comparison to the reserve rule based on the ramp-up status.

In terms of revenue generation, as shown in Table IV, Case I emerges as the most profitable operational scheme. This revenue metric is calculated based on earnings exclusively in
the DASCUC and RTSCED cycles. Therefore, in terms of both electricity production and ancillary services, Case I yields a more financially beneficial operation in these two cycles, despite not utilizing the maximum available resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Revenue ($)</th>
<th>∆(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>27,210</td>
<td>+4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>26,741</td>
<td>+2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>27,115</td>
<td>+3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>26,124</td>
<td>base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another measure of operational flexibility is the curtailment of renewable energy within the system, as outlined in Table V. While the cumulative installed capacity of SMRs is relatively small in comparison to the entire system capacity, the slight differences among the considered cases signify their current and potential future impact as SMRs are deployed on a larger scale. As expected, Case IV, with its highly flexible operational approach, incurs the least amount of curtailment. In contrast, curtailment levels are quite similar and higher than the base case for the other three cases, indicating that their capacity falls significantly short of making a substantial difference in this regard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Curtailment (MWh)</th>
<th>∆(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>10,884</td>
<td>+3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>10,888</td>
<td>+3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>10,885</td>
<td>+3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>8,111</td>
<td>base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION
In this research, we have developed a comprehensive steady-state model for Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) to investigate their influence on the multi-timescale operation of the power system. Before incorporating SMRs into the multi-timescale operation model, we conducted a multi-year capacity expansion study to assess the optimal location(s) and size(s) for SMRs. In addition to the standard plant constraints, we adapted “hold-time” constraints for various sub-models at different timescales. We also formulated necessary constraints to ensure smooth transitions between consecutive sub-model simulations.

We devised and evaluated two distinct reserve provision rules for SMRs operations across different timescales. The duration of the “hold-time” was found to impact the coarser timescale operation of SMRs, while the reserve rule significantly influenced the finer timescale operation. Specifically, the reserve rule guided by the ramp-up status was more restrictive in terms of power and reserve provision, while the stable status-guided reserve rule generated more revenue but led to nearly the same amount of renewable energy curtailment as the ramp-up status-guided reserve rule.

Looking ahead, we plan to conduct a study involving colocated renewable resources at SMR sites to gain a more localized understanding of operational flexibility. To better evaluate the true value of flexible SMR operation and ensure a more favorable energy and ancillary service market, we will redesign and reevaluate the value metrics. Additionally, we will explore the impact of different optimization horizon lengths on operational flexibility and embark on an evaluation and comparison of various SMR technologies.
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